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AirBoss Air Tools Co., Ltd.

CHIAO TENG HSIN Enterprise Co., Ltd.
Professional Stepladder(Single Side)
P-FSS-06

1/2" Mini Light Weight
Air Impact Wrench

‧Durable non-conductive 'C' channel side rails in
high-visibility safety yellow
‧Super tough copolymer top for strength and
durability
‧80mm wide slip-resistant serrated aluminum steps
for safe climbing
‧Inside spreader arms complete with 'wrap-around'
sleeves that strengthen the spreader-to-rail
connection and protect the spreader arms during
storage/loading/transporting
‧500 mm Rear horizontal struts; top and bottom struts
are reinforced with zinc-coated steel diagonal
braces
‧Heavy-duty extra-large PVC rubber safety boots
providing protection and slip-resistance on the rails

AW-80J

‧Patented motor designed
‧World shortest with only 84mm length
‧Light Weight magnesium alloy housing.
‧Easy one-handed operation.

1/2" Light Weight Air Impact
Wrench
AW-140P

Aluminum Telescopic Steady Support

‧Motor - lifetime extend more than 100%
‧Lightweight
‧Sustain high pressure
‧Ergonomically designed

ATSS-02

‧Structure comprised with 2 concealed stainless
steel frameworks for easy storage.
‧Easy operatable U-shaped latch;
‧Matted black powder-coated aluminum;
‧Designed to be added on ladders for higher safety.

Air Oil Impulse Wrench/
Screwdriver

Light Folding Stepladder

APW-60PA

LAS-05

‧High precision torque. Easy Adjustment.
‧Long maintenance cycle. energy saving
‧Small reaction force. One-handed
operation reduces operator injury
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http://www.twairboss.com
+886-4-2451-1968 ext. 619
airboss@twairboss.com
airboss88@twairboss.com

Hall 4.2/
No. B079

‧Can be applied to industrial environment or at home.
‧600mm high balustrade for safe climbing.
‧340x280mm wide anti-slip aluminum platform is
more stable.
‧Multiple tools can be placed at black plastic platform
‧Folding function makes it easier to carry.
‧Using anti-slip rubber feet.
http://www.laddertool.com
+886-4-762-0357
cth.sophie@gmail.com
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Chienfu-Tec Co.

Ching Yuang Enterprise Co., Ltd.

Medical Adapters
Precision medical anti-reversible torque
limiting wrench, the vibration of breakaway torque is extremely small and
torque transmitted precisely without fail, it
will bring great benefit to the removal and
attachment of bone plates and screws.

LED Balloon Light
BL00A038

Indicative Lightweight Sleeve
TSD-99

‧360 degree glare free lighting
‧Portable - 6 KG
‧IP55 - water resistant
‧Dimmer - lighting adjustment
‧Safety - No glass components

Visually determine the torque value during
the locking process,It cover ring surface is
treated as bright black and the number is
marked in white.

Sloky Torque Screwdriver
TSD-10-IP

Torque classification by color: human factors
engineering is also been implemented. Different
color represent different torque to prevent
improper use.
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http://www.sloky.com.tw

Hall 4.2/
No. B047

http://www.yuanglight.com

+886-2-2903-2212 ext. 858

+886-2-2268-0546 ext. 803

leo@chienfu.com

service@cyuang.com

Hall 4.1/
No. E061
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DOFAIR Co., Ltd.

FERRO-CARBON Ent. Co., Ltd.

Telescopic Folding Ladder
W/Extension Leg
TLB-16BE

‧Versatile and easy to use.
‧Multi-purpose -- twin stepladder,
stairway ladder, extension ladder and
even as a scaffold base.
‧Light-weight with high duty rating of
150kgs (330lbs).

Telescopic Folding Ladder
W/Platform

Feca Suction

‧Complies w/EN131 standard
‧Powerful hinge: operating
smoothly and high loading rate
‧Versatile working position
‧High loading rate in 150kgs.
‧Made in Taiwan

FECA products are featuring in industrial vacuum technology suction cups, which are more
durable with stronger suction. This unique patent makes FECA products remain in an
invincible and unbeatable position among its competitors.
FECA product features are:
1.Temperature Resistance from -10℃ to 70℃
2.Can be used on rough impermeable surface (Under 0.4MM)
3.Durable & Reusable
4.No Drilling, No Nails required
5.100% waterproof and moisture resistant
6.Stable with easy attachment to suitable surfaces.

MTSS-10B+WP
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http://www.dofair.com.tw/en

Hall 4.2/
No. B077

http://www.feca.com.tw

+886-2-2497-9008 ext. 23

+886-4-2659-5889 ext. 721

janet@dofair.com.tw

sa08@ferro-carbon.com

Hall 4.1/
No. F110
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Hokwang Industries Co., Ltd.

KAI SUH SUH Enterprise Co., Ltd.
Modular Cable Clip
MCC /DB Series

‧The length and flex can be adjusted easily
without any tool.
‧Split opening contributes to the installation
and exchange of wires.
‧Reusable and help heat dissipation of wires
and keep wires in order.

Hook Tie

DP-2-A Series

Use it in your kitchen, bathroom or bedroom,
even on your baby stroller, convenient for
bundling and hanging.
‧Patented design.
‧Duo-direction hook tie.
‧360-degree rotatable hook fits any direction.
‧Releasable, reusable and environment
friendly.
‧Maximum load up to 1.5Kgf is proved by
SGS laboratory.

Top Filled Auto Deck Mounted Liquid/Foam Soap Dispenser
CSDT

Nylon Cable Tie
CV/BP Series

‧Liquid/foam soap pump is exchangeable and smart LED light indication for
low soap level.
‧World first auto soap dispenser which can be filled from the top with an
overfilled protection mechanism.

‧Effectively manages wires, cables,
gardening and packaging for tidiness.
‧One-piece self-lock cable tie saves time.
‧Good tensile strength, UL94V-2, not easy to
get aging.
‧Low Smoke and Halogen Free suitable for
various industry.
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http://www.hokwang.com

http://www.kss.com.tw

+886-2-2496-6425

+886-2-2556-3336 ext. 207

hokwang@hokwang.com

kss206@mail.kss.com.tw
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Pao Shen Enterprises Co., Ltd.

Rekrow Industrial Inc.
Butane Micro Torch Safety Type

5-in-1 Aluminium Tacker

RK2050

18540

Built with 100% refillable metal fuel tank, which is
durable and ensures leakage-free concern.
‧Anti-flaring and flame adjustable.
‧Electronic instant ignition system.
‧Metal gas tank allows refilling in any time.
‧Minimum of 55 minutes use on each filling
depending on the large flame setting, and 100
minutes on the small flame setting.

The Die-Casted Aluminum Tacker is ultra-durable
and comes packed with amazing features.
Suitable for upholstery, low voltage cables,
furniture repairs and finishing. It staples 5 types of
staples. Choose from H/L duty, U Staples, and
Brad. Features include the adjustable driving
force switch and the Heavy Duty/Light Duty
Staple selector.

Multi-Purpose Soldering Iron Tool Kit
U.S. CPSC Child Resistant Standard
RK3124

This versatile soldering Iron tool meets U.S. CPSC
Child-Resistance standard and also is qualified with
GS/DVGW standard. It is a perfect tool to do
soldering, shrinking, hot cutting…etc. It’s designed
with features to withstand long time continuous
working and come with an electronic instant ignition
system and a child-resistant mechanism.

Easy-tech Tackers
18531/18532

With only 20~23lbs of squeeze force, the
robust metal tackers can help DIY and
professional projects finish in a fast way,
which use 30-40% less handle force. This
difference can save your time and a
sore-hand. Besides, there is no additional
attachments or accessories required
while using tackers. Simply insert your
desired staples and you are ready to go.
The tackers are ergonomic design with
effort saving mechanism.

Excel Micro Burner with Safety Switch
RK4601

This compact size burner is high quality standard and
features with a stopper safety mechanism. It provides
stable flame and a gas control knob to control flame
size. Metal gas tank allows refilling in any time, even
just end a long time working.
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https://www.kw-trio.com
+886-4-852-1174
ps@kw-trio.com
https://www.kw-trio.com

Hall 4.1/
No. C119

https://www.rekrow.com.tw
+886-2-2267-7712 ext. 14
excel-rk@rekrow.com.tw
rekrow.rk@msa.hinet.net
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Reliable Tools & Hardware Co., Ltd.

Same Yong Industrial Co., Ltd.
Multi-Staple Tacker Fits Both
Fine/Flat Staples

Ultra Handsaw
D10W0820T01

UT-869i

TRT Fineline Technology
Diamond ground 3-edge teeth for
efficient cuts.
High quality JIS steel: Giving superior
hardness & tenacity.
PTFE coated blades: For friction
reduction & rust protection.

‧Fit up to 6 type staples
(#53/#140/#13/brad nail/headless pin)
‧"Idiot-proof" deisgn, self-identify different
gauges of staples
‧Durable aluminum housing
‧Power saving handle design to fit ergonomics

3-in-One Multi-Function Staple Gun
UT-653B

‧Patented 3-in-One changeable stitch base
‧One staple gun/one staple can do 3
different functions
‧Stapleing/paper fastening/temporary
fixing (easy to remove staple)

330mm ST Curved Pruning Saw
D46C0633C01

Curved saw blade with diamond
ground hard point 3-edge teeth.
Hard chrome plating blade.
High quality JIS steel.
Interchangeable blade no tools
required.
Sheath included with belt holder.

Multi-Staple + Multi-Function
Staple Gun
UT-753iBC

‧Fit up to 3 types staples (#53/#140/#13)
．"idiot-proof" design, self-identify different
gauges of staples
．3-in-ONE functions
‧Stapling/paper fastening/temporary
fixing (easy to remove staple)
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https://www.trt.com.tw

Hall 4.2/
No. F111

https://www.unitacker.com.tw

+886-4-2536-1836

+886-4-2483-4322

trt@trt.com.tw

sales@unitacker.com.tw

Hall 4.2/
No. C079
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SUNHENG Technology Co., Ltd.
Digital Torque Wrench
SH-DGTQ135-2

With simple multi-functional operation and
warning function, it is convenient to control and
show the tightness of bolts precisely for users
thus improve efficiency and productivity. It can be
widely applied to manufactory, vehicle repair,
instrument assemblers and even for DIY market.

Digital Torque Adapter
SH-DGTS340-2

The adapter breakthrough the problem of tradition
torque wrench tools. With simple operation,
vibration resistance, preset torque value, unit
switching, mode switching, memory and storage,
digital up and down increments, power-saving
mode, LED and audible alarm etc. LCM
application is easily for reading the value of
torque under any kind of environment.

Mini Digital Torque Wrench
SH-DMTQ25

The products breakthrough the problem of
tradition torque wrench tools which could not
visibly knowing the demand value of bolt’s torque.
With simple multi-functional operation and
warning function, it is convenient to control and
show the tightness of bolts precisely for users
thus improve efficiency and productivity.
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https://www.sunheng.com.tw
+886-4-2335-1517
barry@sunheng.com.tw
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